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Fall 2021 Thesis Proposal

I am looking to create a series of analog collages dealing with mental health and

spirituality. Through this project I’d like to explore mental illness through the lens of gender and

religion, and the way that people cope with mental health struggles through spirituality in ways

that are both healthy and unhealthy. For example, in a person with a history of certain mental

illnesses, the lines between symptoms (i.e. delusions, psychosis, hallucinations) and “religious

experiences'' can be blurred. But on the other hand, spirituality can offer peace, growth and

acceptance. People are drawn to religion for many reasons - such as the desire to transcend the

mind and/or body especially when either is afflicted by illness or trauma. But when is religion

healing and when does it become dangerous? Collage is an excellent way to convey this nuance

and multiplicity through layering of different elements. I’m inspired by collage artists such as

Joseph Cornell, Hollie Chastain, and Katrien de Blauwer.

This project is inspired by the rich history of saints and Catholic mystics that I learned

about as a child, but I’ve expanded my research beyond Catholicism as well. Catholic saint

Hildegard Von Bingen was known for channeling her visions from God into art, but women of

the Shaker sect of Christianity had a similar tradition. I’m also interested in concepts like the

stigmata, the miraculous appearance of wounds on one’s body that correspond with the

crucifixion of Jesus Christ, and glossolalia, or speaking in tongues.  I am deeply influenced by

the aesthetics of the Catholic church, as well as the history of women operating within the church

leading up to today. My goal is to express my own mental health struggles and trauma through



the ups and downs of the spiritual journey, giving myself a healthy amount of space and privacy

while also making the series more universally relatable.



Artist Statement

Abbie Soule is a Connecticut-based photographic collage artist who has studied at

Quinnipiac University and San Francisco Art Institute before getting her degree in Video and

Sound at Pacific Northwest College of Art. She utilizes her own photography and found images

in her work, and hand stitches each element together. Her work deals with mental health,

womanhood, and spirituality.



Thesis Abstract

All Flesh is Grass is a photographic collage project that deals with mental illness, trauma

and coping through spirituality and religion. This project seeks to explore how this can be

healthy in some ways and really destructive in others. Spirituality can provide a ton of benefits

that might be especially helpful to someone with mental health issues - like mindfulness,

focusing on the bigger picture, finding meaning and purpose in life, and learning to forgive

yourself and others. On the other hand, especially in Catholicism things like excessive

repentance, guilt, and self sacrifice can be harmful. Also, what some people describe as spiritual

or religious experiences can be symptomatic of mental illness for others. For example, things like

communicating with a higher power, hearing voices, or transcending the body. There’s an

interesting and confusing line between what could be a spiritual awakening of sorts and

symptoms like delusions, psychosis and dissociation. This project also explores why people with

mental health struggles might seek out religion and spirituality. There’s a desire to transcend the

mind and body, especially when either is afflicted by illness or trauma. Religion tends to offer a

bigger picture view on things, and can ascribe meaning to one’s suffering and help find purpose

and meaning in life. There’s also a desire for community, and sometimes a desire to be viewed as

pure or holy. This project is inspired by my personal background in the Catholic church, as well

as my experience of suffering panic attacks while sick with Covid.



Thesis Script

Hey guys, I’m Abbie Soule. This is my thesis defense, thanks so much for listening!

I’d like to start with a land acknowledgement. Portland, Oregon lies within the

traditional homelands of the Multnomah, Oregon City Tumwater, Watlala, and Clackamas

Chinooks and the Tualatin Kalapuya Peoples who were relocated to the Grand Ronde

Reservation under the Kalapuya etc., 1855, ratified treaty (also known as the Willamette Valley

Treaty, 1855). Today, these Tribes are a part of the Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde. The

Grand Ronde people continue to maintain a connection to their ancestral homelands and

maintain their traditional cultural practices.

So a little about me. I’m originally from Connecticut. I started college there at

Quinnipiac University. Eventually I decided that I wanted to go to an art school & that I

wanted to experience life outside of New England, so I transferred to San Francisco Art

Institute. Unfortunately because of the pandemic, SFAI shut down in 2020 and everyone had to

transfer. I ended up choosing to come to PNCA & now here I am! My mediums are video and

photography, but throughout both of those I have a focus on collage. I make analog collages

with my photography, and in my video work I like to combine and layer tons of different

pieces.

During the pandemic I transitioned away from working mostly digitally to working

with my hands. Being in Zoom classes for hours every day made it pretty unbearable to

continue to stare at a screen for even longer than necessary to make work. Choosing to create

collage work for my thesis has been a godsend, even now that most things are in person again.



So collage is something that is super special to me and my practice. Of course there’s a

huge history behind collage art - like Picasso and Matisse and Rauchenberg, so there’s always

stuff for me to study and be inspired by. I also really love how accessible and versatile collage

can be. You can combine so many different mediums and elements and textures, digitally or

analog - there’s so many possibilities. But most importantly for me is that it’s really helpful for

conveying nuance. A single photograph can say a lot of course, but when you start putting

multiple pictures together with drawing or text or whatever else you wanna add, you can

communicate really complicated and layered ideas. For me personally I feel like I tend to

examine things from a ton of different angles and I can have all sorts of contradictory thoughts

about something and collage helps me to piece all that together.

The way that I make work is a really intuitive and sensory experience. I usually sit on

the floor and surround myself with a bunch of prints. Sometimes I’ll sort them into loose

categories based on color or content or feeling. I’ll start cutting out elements that interest me,

and place them together with other images until something just feels right. It's a lot like doing a

puzzle. You feel when two pieces click together just right, and you get a little dopamine rush.

Sometimes I have an intent or meaning in mind when creating, which is usually the case for

more long-form projects like this one, but other times I find the meaning later.

My photographic process tends to be pretty similar. This semester has been dedicated to

collaging and construction, but these images were taken over the last year or so. Pictures that

contain explicit religious imagery were purposefully sought out and photographed. Most of them

are from Lourdes Grotto and the St. Edmund’s Retreat on Ender’s Island, both in Connecticut.

The rest of my photographic process is much like my collaging process - spontaneous and



intuitive. I like to keep an eye out for things that I feel would make interesting collaging

elements - I tend to be drawn to windows and archways and interesting architecture.

A handful of photos in these collages are not my own though. A few background images

are from a project I did in a previous semester. I wanted to explore travel photography during the

peak of lockdown by creating images out of YouTube travel vlogs. I was inspired by Jon

Rafman’s Nine Eyes of Google Street View project, where he created images by screenshotting

scenes from Google Maps’ Street View feature. In a perfect world I would’ve liked to go and

take these photos myself, but it was obviously unsafe with Covid. And even without Covid it’s

not particularly safe to go into abandoned buildings, which is what most of these found photos

are of. It ended up being a pretty good alternative.

So here’s some of my past work. This is a collage project I made in 2019 called

Something To Write Home About. I’m not gonna show all of them but the whole series ended

up being 20 collages. I’m gonna read the artist statement I wrote while I click through.

Something to Write Home About is my attempt to make sense of the last few years of my life

since moving across the country to San Francisco. These collages utilize images taken

between 2017 and 2019, both analog and digital, over the last three years. On top of these

images are excerpts from the diary I kept since starting at San Francisco Art Institute. The

green strips of paper are well-wishes written by doctors, staff and other members of the

outpatient therapy program I’ve been in and out of since starting college. My time at SFAI

has been full of excitement and new people and places and experiences, but also mental

health struggles. Through this project I hope to explore the way that I perceive myself, my

surroundings, and the things that happen in my life - as well as the way that others around me



perceive those same things. Other people tend to have a very different view of myself and my

circumstances - what is the truth? Is there a truth? By making these collages I’m attempting

to view my past through as many lenses and angles as possible, hoping to make sense of

things and ultimately heal.

I was pretty happy with how this project came out, but I struggled with creating it and

especially sharing it because of how raw and vulnerable the whole thing felt. Having people

read my actual diary was a bit much for me.

After that I started making collages with found text. At the beginning of 2019 I was

given this daily calendar of inspirational quotes and advice which I never really used. I ended

up going through the calendar and ripping out phrases and words that I felt explained things I

struggled to put into words myself. This kind of helped me solve the issue I had with my

previous project - about things feeling too raw and vulnerable for me to share. Since I wasn’t

using my own writing I felt like I created some healthy distance.

I also found that I prefer my work to not be so explicitly about myself and my personal

experiences. I’d rather people be able to see themselves in the work and potentially relate. I

don’t like to make art that really specifically refers to an exact concept, I more so create based

around an experience or a feeling that has happened to me and maybe some version of it has

happened to you too.

In early 2020 I found myself back in my childhood home when school shut down

because of Covid. I hadn’t lived home in years and there was a lot of stuff I forgot about -

namely my collection of manga and graphic novels from middle school. So I started ripping out



pages and combining them with my photography. I also started taking pictures of my room and

my house and my hometown, which I had never really done before. Before I left for San

Francisco I had just gotten so used to where I lived that I assumed it was super boring and

wasn’t worth photographing. But with quarantine I was pretty much trapped there and didn’t

have much of a choice! By combining ripped out pages from my childhood graphic novels and

pictures of my home state with the photos I had taken at college in California, I started to piece

together the past and the present, and where I wanted my life and my art to go.

Something unexpected that came out of quarantine was a lot of religious imagery in my

photography. Mid-2020 I was looking for safe places I could travel to in Connecticut to take

pictures. Even though Connecticut’s a pretty small state we have quite a few outdoor Catholic

shrines and retreats. Pretty much all of it’s outside, open air, and there’s barely any people there

so it was perfect for safe pandemic photography. This leads me into what I’ve been thinking

about thematically. Which is mainly mental illness and trauma and coping through spirituality

and religion. Specifically I’m interested in how this can be healthy in some ways and really

destructive in others. Spirituality can provide a ton of benefits that might be especially helpful

to someone with mental health issues - like mindfulness, focusing on the bigger picture,

finding meaning and purpose in life, and learning to forgive yourself and others. On the other

hand, especially in Catholicism things like excessive repentance, guilt, and self sacrifice can be

harmful. Also, what some people describe as spiritual or religious experiences can be

symptomatic of mental illness for others. For example, things like communicating with a

higher power, hearing voices, or transcending the body. There’s an interesting and confusing

line between what could be a spiritual awakening of sorts and symptoms like delusions,

psychosis and dissociation.



I’ve also been thinking about why people with mental health struggles might seek out

religion and spirituality. I think there’s a desire to transcend the mind and body, especially

when either is afflicted by illness or trauma. Religion tends to offer a bigger picture view on

things, and can ascribe meaning to one’s suffering and help find purpose and meaning in life. I

think there’s also a desire for community, and sometimes a desire to be viewed as pure or holy.

Although most of the themes I’m dealing with here have been present in my life for a

very long time, there is an element of this project that is inextricably tied to the pandemic. I

ended up back in my hometown because of the pandemic. I ended up visiting and photographing

these religious sites because of the pandemic. I’m here at PNCA because my previous school

closed due to the pandemic. Exactly this time last year, I was really sick with Covid. I caught it

from my partner at the time, who got it from someone at work. We quarantined at his place since

I didn’t want to get my mom sick. She dropped off some Thanksgiving leftovers, which was

sweet but I couldn’t taste them. When I got sick I was really struggling with panic attacks. If

you’ve never had a panic attack, it’s basically when your brain and your body work together to

convince you that you are in immediate danger and will probably die at any second. Realistically,

most of the time you are perfectly safe and eventually the feeling will fade. But when I had

Covid, there actually was an element of danger. It wasn’t just my panicked brain telling me I

couldn’t breathe, I genuinely had really limited lung capacity. My usual calming breathing

exercises were near impossible. Even my doctor prescribed sedatives could be dangerous since I

was taking loads of Nyquil to sleep. I think that in really difficult moments, sometimes even

people who consider themselves non religious will reach out to a higher power for help. When it

was 2 am and I had brain fog from Covid that was made worse by the Nyquil and I couldn’t

seem to get a handle on my breath for long enough to slow down my heart rate even though I had



been trying for hours, that's what I did.

I want to note that other religions or sects of Christianity can totally be applied here, but

I’m just working with my personal background here. As a queer woman I’m very much aware

of the harm done by many organized religions including Catholicism, but this project is not

about critiquing the Catholic church or any religious institutions, nor is it about glorifying

them.

My mother raised my brother and I in the Catholic church. She grew up in the church as

well. Much of her family immigrated to America from Lithuania, where the majority of people

are Catholic. It was extremely important to my grandparents that my brother and I went to

church and met all the Catholic milestones, Sunday school and all. Like most kids, my main

memory of going to church is how unbelievably bored I was. The only thing that really caught

my attention was the art and architecture. To keep me from constantly asking when the sermon

would be over, my mom gave me a small notebook and a pen to keep me busy. I would sketch

little doodles of the stained glass windows, statues of Jesus and Mary, and the locals sitting

around me in their fancy church clothes. I left the church in my early teens. My older brother had

just gotten confirmed, which I decided I did not want to do. I was fascinated by religion in

general and loved reading up on beliefs followed around the world, but I had very little interest

in committing myself to just one. I had to keep it a secret from my grandparents, but luckily my

mom was very understanding, if a little disappointed.

So here’s some of the research I’ve been doing. I’ve been reading up on Catholic saints,

and particularly certain patterns seen in female sainthood mythology, much of which is



entrenched in misogyny and violence against women. A huge chunk of female saints are what

are called “virgin martyrs” - which are typically women or young girls, sometimes nuns, who

refuse to give up their vow of chastity and are then mutilated, raped, and murdered. A lot of

female saints would cut their hair short and dress masculine to avoid being married off by their

families. When Joan of Arc was burned at the stake a lot of the charges of heresy had been

dropped, so it was really just about her wearing men’s clothing in the end.

I’ve been researching more about Catholic mysticism as well. Catholic mystics were

often saints, but not always. They would enter “states”, commune with God, channel messages,

and stuff like that. This sometimes resulted in art, like in the case of Hildegard von Bingen who

was said to channel messages from God into artwork, poetry, and music. She even invented her

own language to describe her experiences.

Another phenomenon I’ve been reading up on is Shaker art. According to Shaker

tradition, spirits came to Earth and gave visions to young Shaker women. They would dance and

speak in tongues and a lot of them channeled their visions into art which they called “gift

drawings.”

I’ve been doing deep dives into a ton of different topics & I can’t go into detail on all of

them here. But some other stuff I’ve been reading up on is documentation of people who

claimed to have heard voices or received visions from a higher power. Revelations and

revelation writing - there’s an example of revelation writing on the right. It’s sort of like

speaking in tongues but writing channelled messages instead, which sometimes ends up being in

a language that doesn’t exist. Religious ecstasy, glossolalia which is speaking in tongues, Marian

apparitions which are visions of Mary, stigmata which is when someone spontaneously gets



wounds or bruises on their body, usually where Jesus had them when he was crucified, and the

medical concept of female hysteria.

Something that got me really into this line of inquiry was the 2019 movie Saint Maud,

which was written and directed by Rose Glass. It’s a psychological horror movie about a nurse

who converts to Catholicism after experiencing trauma, and how her relationship with religion

becomes really unhealthy and ultimately dangerous.

This got me interested in the “monstrous feminine”, a concept created by Barbara Creed

to examine the roles women play in horror movies through a psychoanalytic perspective. I

started out at Quinnipiac and San Francisco Art Institute as a film student, and that’s still where

I get a lot of my inspiration from. There’s no shortage of religious themed horror movies about

women, and they really help inform me about how the media sees women, mental illness, and

spirituality.

So, what I ended up creating is a series of collages that deal with these themes - dealing

with mental illness and trauma through the lens of religion and spirituality. I have very personal

connections to all of this stuff, but I think it’ll help me express and work through certain things

while not being intensely personal like the 2019 project I showed earlier.

When I started this project the work was very small, around 4 by 6 inches to maybe 6 by

8 inches at the largest. The original plan was to scan the small collages and create larger prints of

the scans. I experimented with photographing the collages and using those images to create

prints as well. I did a few test runs but something felt like it was missing. The prints lost some of

the soul the collages had. They were too flat and compact and 2 dimensional. The texture and



grit of the hand cut edges wasn’t there anymore. My next plan was to make the small collages

more 3D looking and photograph them. I put little pieces of foam about a centimeter thick in

between the layers to pop them out a bit. I actually didn’t hate this method and I might

experiment with it more in the future, but it still didn’t feel like enough. So, I decided to skip the

scanning or photographing all together and just create the actual collages with larger prints. I

located the original images used in the collage, created 24 by 36 inch prints and recreated the

original collage. When you’re cutting small 4x6 inch prints you tend to lose some detail since it’s

super difficult to cut around little intricate parts of the photograph - I felt like I was able to

preserve some of that with the larger prints. The next challenge was actually assembling the

collages. I was used to being able to use regular tape and glue with the small images - they’re so

lightweight that they didn’t need much to stick together. The larger prints were much heavier.

Sewing ended up being the perfect solution. It’s practical in terms of construction and keeping

parts together, but it also adds some texture and dimensionality that I wanted. Stitching is a

repetitive and meditative process, similar to praying the rosary. When you sit and sew for hours

you sort of lose yourself in the process, for better or worse. This connects back to the theme of

the project - these experiences that can make you sort of transcend the body have the potential to

be helpful or harmful.

I’ve been practicing embroidery as a hobby for a few years, but I didn’t bring it into my

art practice until this project. I chose three types of stitching to repeat throughout the collages:

the running stitch, the blanket stitch, and the whipstitch. I wanted to make sure the stitching

would be a recognizable motif that would tie all the pieces together, no pun intended. The

running stitch creates a clear dotted line through the photo. I use this stitch to mimic certain

repetitive imagery, like the beads of Mary’s rosary.  I’ll also use it when I want a stitch that’s a



little more subtle looking, as the others tend to stand out more. I use the blanket stitch to

emphasize hard lines and edges. This stitch creates one continuous line that I use to trace around

certain shapes and objects to set them apart from the background. I usually use the whipstitch to

blend two images together. I often use this for backgrounds by taking thread that’s the color of

one image and using it as a bridge to another image. Other times I’ll use this stitch to

purposefully create spiked, jagged edges. In one image I use it as an extension of a lace curtain.

This stitch is definitely the most versatile.

So, a year after having Covid, I still have brain fog and a few other symptoms - whether

that’s from previously existing mental health issues or the long-term effects of Covid or a

combination of both, I don’t know. But I do know that getting off Zoom and coming out to

Portland and making this work has cleared some of it and put me back in my body. As I’m sure

anyone who has ever made anything can attest to, it’s really powerful to take something that lives

in your head and make it into something physical. I think this is especially true for things like

panic attacks and symptoms of illness that are so sensory and beyond words. Three weeks from

today I’m leaving Portland and flying back home to Connecticut where this all started. Although

I’m happy with the body of work I’ve created, I definitely want to continue this project there.

Some of my smaller collages didn’t make the final cut for this project, and I’d love to see what

they look like larger and stitched together. I’m excited to be able to visit my friends that live in

New York City and be able to photograph some of the gorgeous churches they have there. Most

of all, I’m excited to take the sense of peace and purpose that this project brought me back home.

Annotated Bibliography



Joan of Arc:

https://www.history.com/topics/middle-ages/saint-joan-of-arc

● In a private audience at his castle at Chinon, Joan of Arc won the future Charles VII over by

supposedly revealing information that only a messenger from God could know; the details of this

conversation are unknown.

● At the age of 13, Joan began to hear voices, which she determined had been sent by God to

give her a mission of overwhelming importance: to save France by expelling its enemies, and to

install Charles as its rightful king. As part of this divine mission, Joan took a vow of chastity. At

the age of 16, after her father attempted to arrange a marriage for her, she successfully convinced

a local court that she should not be forced to accept the match.

● In the trial that followed, Joan was ordered to answer to some 70 charges against her, including

witchcraft, heresy and dressing like a man.

https://www.jeanne-darc.info/biography/visions/

● Sometimes she seemed to read the future, as for example when she said to the soldier at

Chinon who cursed her at the moment of her entrance into the castle: “Ah, you make light of

God, and yet you are so near your death.” That same evening this soldier was drowned by

accident. So was it also in the case of the Englishman, Glasdale, at the attack on the tower of the

bridge before Orleans. She summoned him to appear before the King of Heaven, adding “I have

https://www.history.com/topics/middle-ages/saint-joan-of-arc
https://www.jeanne-darc.info/biography/visions/


great pity for your soul.” At the same instant, Glasdale fell with all his armour into the Loire,

where he was drowned.

● “I recognized him,” she explained, “because my Voice told me. It said to me, ‘There he is.’”

● On the eve of the battle Jeanne said again: “To-morrow my blood will be shed.”

● She identified Saint Margaret, Saint Catherine, and Saint Michael as the source of her

revelations, although there is some ambiguity as to which of several identically named saints she

intended.

● A number of more recent scholars attempted to explain her visions in psychiatric or

neurological terms. Potential diagnoses have included epilepsy, migraine, tuberculosis, and

schizophrenia. None of the putative diagnoses have gained consensus support, and many scholars

have debunked them by arguing that she didn’t display any of the objective symptoms that can

accompany the mental illnesses which have been suggested, such as schizophrenia.

● Jeanne was in her father’s garden, a small plot of ground between the house and the church. At

her left hand, toward the church, she saw a great light and had a vision of the archangel Michael,

surrounded by other angels.

● Jeanne herself seldom spoke of her visions; like many of the deepest religious experiences,

they were much too sacred for common conversation. For several years she said not a word to

anyone. Afterwards, when it became absolutely necessary to say something in order to establish

her divine mission, she spoke of what she had seen, but always with reluctance and reserve. Two

things only are certain: first, that she was sincere, both then and afterwards, and, second, that no

trick was played upon her by others. It appears, moreover, by very strong evidence, that in all

other respects she was quite healthy, both in body and in mind. Further than this, history cannot

go, and the choice between insanity and inspiration must be made by another science.



https://theculturetrip.com/europe/france/articles/the-truth-about-joan-of-arc-the-teenage-girl-who

-commanded-the-french-army/

● When she was tried in 1431, Joan referred to herself only as “Jehanne la Pucelle” (Joan the

Maid), claiming that she didn’t know her last name.

● According to accounts from her Maid, a bright light often came with the visions, and

apparently, Joan could hear the voices more distinctly when bells were rung.

● Whilst no one can be sure, based on modern day research it could include anything from

bipolar disorder to brain lesions, as well as epilepsy and schizophrenia, or even just migraines.

Another bolder theory suggests that she might have even contracted bovine tuberculosis since

this also leads to seizures and dementia. This could have been caused by drinking the

unpasteurized milk of her childhood or from tending to the cattle on the farm.

● But in fact, there were 70 charges against her. These ranged from stealing horses to claiming

that God had directly contacted her, as well as the sorcery she was widely scandalized for. But by

May 1431, these 70 charges had been narrowed down to just 12, mostly related to the fact that

she wore men’s clothes.

Ann Lee (Shaker):

https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ann-Lee

● At the age of 22 she joined a sect known as the Shaking Quakers, or Shakers, because of the

shaking and dancing that characterized their worship. She married in 1762, a union that tradition

https://theculturetrip.com/europe/france/articles/the-truth-about-joan-of-arc-the-teenage-girl-who-commanded-the-french-army/
https://theculturetrip.com/europe/france/articles/the-truth-about-joan-of-arc-the-teenage-girl-who-commanded-the-french-army/
https://www.britannica.com/biography/Ann-Lee


holds was unhappy and may have influenced her later doctrinal insistence on celibacy.

● Mother Ann, as she came to be known, was believed to have ushered in the millennium, for the

Shakers asserted that as Christ had embodied the masculine half of God’s dual nature, so she

embodied the female half.

● In 1780 Mother Ann was imprisoned for treason because of her pacifist doctrines and her

refusal to sign an oath of allegiance. According to witnesses, she performed a number of

miracles, including healing the sick by touch.

https://www.womenhistoryblog.com/2008/12/ann-lee.html

● A simple and good man, Standerin was hardly compatible with his stubborn wife, but over the

next several years Lee gave birth to four children, all of whom died in infancy or early

childhood. These events left Ann Lee deeply disturbed and assaulted by guilt.

● After the death of her beloved brother, Ann Lee lost all interest in the world around her. She

died on September 8, 1784, a year after the New England trip. Her final days had been spent

sitting in her rocking chair “singing in unknown tongues.” Her disciples buried her in a simple

wooden coffin, after a rousing Shaker celebration of her life and her passing into the realm of

spirit.

● In spite of her convictions concerning celibacy, which doomed the Shakers to eventual

extinction, Ann Lee was in many ways a progressive 18th-century woman who made a

significant impact on her world. She was a pioneer for justice and equality. She taught by

example the equality of the sexes, economic justice, religious tolerance, and true democracy. The

Shakers in America lived a communal life based on common ownership of property and goods,

https://www.womenhistoryblog.com/2008/12/ann-lee.html


celibate purity, and confession of sins. The Shakers did not believe in procreation and therefore

had to adopt children or allow converts into their community. The adopted children were given a

choice at age 21 whether to remain with the Shaker community or go their way into the world.

Shaker Gift Drawings:

https://www.artfixdaily.com/news_feed/2020/11/30/8764-anything-but-simple-shaker-gift-drawi

ngs-and-the-women-who-made-t

● Shaker “gift” or “spirit” drawings created by Shaker women in the mid-1800s, a period known

as the Era of Manifestations. During that time, members of Shaker society created dances, songs,

and drawings inspired by spiritual revelations or supernatural “gifts”.

● Colorful, decorative, and complex, “gift” drawings expressed messages of love, dedication to

Shaker belief, and the promise of heaven following the earthly journey.

● The drawings were made by young Shaker women dubbed “instruments” by their elders due to

the fact that the women claimed they received these images as gifts from the spirit world. It is

perhaps not surprising that a religion founded by a woman should find significant spiritual

messages coming from women, even a century before women won the right to vote in the United

States.

● Certain Shaker women (i.e., instruments) believed they were receiving messages (songs,

poems, and drawings) not only from the spirit of Mother Ann, but from other leaders as well,

including Christopher Columbus and Chief Tecumsah.

● Polly Collins (1801-1884) arrived at Hancock in 1820 with her biological family. She was

https://www.artfixdaily.com/news_feed/2020/11/30/8764-anything-but-simple-shaker-gift-drawings-and-the-women-who-made-t
https://www.artfixdaily.com/news_feed/2020/11/30/8764-anything-but-simple-shaker-gift-drawings-and-the-women-who-made-t


caretaker for the girls during her life, but was most noted as an instrument. Polly kept a journal in

which she recorded her dreams and visions. Her most well-known drawing, “An Emblem of the

Heavenly Sphere,” includes elements of the traditional women’s craft of needlework, separating

the paper into squares and rectangles.

● In Shaker communities, where all were seen as equals, women seemed to be more enlightened.

They were often the ones reeling and falling down after the ecstatic worship services, having

been given the “whirling gift,” as the Shakers called it. Given that God was a dual entity for the

Shakers, representing both the masculine and the feminine in one, it’s not surprising that Shaker

brothers had visions as well, and many are preserved in journals, but it was the women who

translated their visions into art.

Marian apparitions:

https://www.piercedhearts.org/hearts_jesus_mary/apparitions/our_lady_poor.html

● "I am the Virgin of the Poor...Believe in Me, I will believe in you!"

● As she opened the curtain to look out, she saw a Lady standing in their front yard, surrounded

by a bright light. The Lady was short, about five feet tall, and exceptionally beautiful. Our Lady

of Banneux was not dressed like any of the ladies from the village. She wore a long white gown

with a blue sash. One of her feet could be seen. She was barefoot, with just a gold rose in

between her toes. In this kind of weather, she should be freezing. Mariette noticed that she

stood just above the ground, sort of on a cloud. She didn't seem to be cold at all.

https://www.piercedhearts.org/hearts_jesus_mary/apparitions/our_lady_poor.html


● Mariette left her house in a hurry and ran around the yard, as if pushed by some compelling

inner force. Then she fell to her knees and seemed to enter a state of silent prayer. Her father,

Julien, ran after her and found his daughter on her knees, a highly unusual pose in their family.

● As at the first time, Mariette saw a "bright ball" fast increasing in size, passing between the

pine trees and growing, to finally change into a "woman's silhouette." The Virgin was now facing

Mariette, just a little more than a yard away, fully clothed with light. Her feet didn't touch the

ground, but rested on a sort of "luminous cloud".

● Suddenly, the apparition made a "sign" to Mariette and stepped back to give her time to follow.

Then she said loudly and with a clear voice: "She is calling me!" The girl rose and ran in the

direction of the main road, very fast, as if carried by the wind. Suddenly, Mariette stopped in her

tracks and fell to her knees twice, near a spring. She heard outside herself: "Put your hands in the

water! This fountain is reserved for Me. Goodnight. Goodbye."

● "I am the Virgin of the Poor." They then went to the spring together. Mary declared: "This

spring is reserved for all the nations, to bring comfort to the sick," whereas the day before,

the apparition had told Mariette that the spring was for her alone. Just before leaving, she said: "I

will pray for you; good bye."

● "I come to alleviate sufferings,"

● "Believe in me and I will believe in you. Pray very much. Goodbye."

● At the end of the sorrowful mysteries, Mariette, in deep ecstacy, dropped to her knees

heavily, her arms forming a cross. A message accompanied the visual apparition: "My

dear child, pray, pray very much." That night, the vision lasted 7 whole minutes.

● There were only 5 witnesses on that day. At the beginning of the first rosary, it stopped raining

– the sky cleared and the stars shone. Suddenly Mariette grew quiet and extended her arms. Our



Lady looked more beautiful than ever before in her visits, but she did not smile. Her face was

very serious. Perhaps she, too, was sad because this would be her last apparition to Mariette. The

Virgin announced: "I am the Mother of the Savior, the Mother of God. Pray very much." Then

she imposed her hands on Mariette's head and blessed her with the sign of the cross. She said,

“Adieu – till we meet in God.” And Mariette understood this would be her final appearance to

her. Heartbroken, the child bowed to the earth in heart-rending sobs.

https://www.ncregister.com/blog/the-golden-heart-apparition-of-our-lady-of-beauraing

● When they reached the school, Albert pointed to a lady dressed in a long white robe, near a

railroad viaduct just past the school. She looked to be around 18-20 years old with deep blue

eyes, and a rosary hung from her arm. When Albert asked, "Are you the Immaculate Virgin?"

The Lady smiled and nodded her head. "What do you want?" he asked. "Always be good,” our

Blessed Mother answered.

● The Blessed Mother urged that people pray much, that a chapel be built, and that people come

there in pilgrimage. During the last apparition on January 3, 1933, Our Lady stated: "I will

convert sinners. I am the Mother of God, the Queen of heaven." She revealed her Golden Heart

and asked one of the children to sacrifice for her. Twenty thousand persons were present that day.

Three times the Blessed Mother urged the children to pray. In her final apparition she spoke to

Fernande Voisin: Do you love my Son? Do you love me? Then sacrifice yourself for me. During

one of the visions, separate physicians examined all 5 of the children while they were in ecstasy.

A lighted match was even held under Gilberte’s hand, to which she did not respond. Afterwards,

there was no burn mark on her hand and she had no knowledge of what had been done to her.

https://www.ncregister.com/blog/the-golden-heart-apparition-of-our-lady-of-beauraing


https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/saint/our-lady-of-fatima-485

● “I am the Angel of Peace.”

● “Please don’t be afraid of me, I’m not going to harm you.” Lucia asked her where she came

from and she responded, “I come from Heaven.” The woman wore a white mantle edged with

gold and held a rosary in her hand. The woman asked them to pray and devote themselves to the

Holy Trinity and to “say the Rosary every day, to bring peace to the world and an end to the

war.”

● She also revealed that the children would suffer, especially from the unbelief of their friends

and families, and that the two younger children, Francisco and Jacinta would be taken to Heaven

very soon but Lucia would live longer in order to spread her message and devotion to the

Immaculate Heart. In the last apparition the woman revealed her name in response to Lucia’s

question: “I am the Lady of the Rosary.”

● That same day, 70,000 people had turned out to witness the apparition, following a promise by

the woman that she would show the people that the apparitions were true. They saw the sun

make three circles and move around the sky in an incredible zigzag movement in a manner

which left no doubt in their minds about the veracity of the apparitions.

● “The good will be martyred; the Holy Father will have much to suffer; various nations will be

annihilated”

https://www.britannica.com/topic/Our-Lady-of-Guadalupe-patron-saint-of-Mexico

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/saint/our-lady-of-fatima-485
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Our-Lady-of-Guadalupe-patron-saint-of-Mexico


● Mary then appeared a second time to Juan Diego and ordered him to collect roses. In a second

audience with the bishop, Juan Diego opened his cloak, letting dozens of roses fall to the floor

and revealing the image of Mary imprinted on the inside of the cloak.

https://lasaletteattleboroshrine.org/the-la-salette-story

● At the very spot where they had slept was a globe of fire, as if, in the children's words, “the sun

had fallen there”. The light swirled, then grew in size and, opening, disclosed within it a woman,

seated, her head in her hands, her elbows on her knees, in the attitude of one oppressed with

grief.

● She said to them in French: “Come near, my children, be not afraid. I am here to tell you great

news”.

● “If my people will not submit, I shall be forced to let fall the arm of my Son. It is so strong, so

heavy, that I can no longer withhold it.”

https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/mary/popular-marian-devotions/our-lady-of-lour

des

● The beautiful lady smiled at Bernadette and asked her to say her rosary. Bernadette said her

prayers and when she was finished she looked up, the lady had vanished.

● The third time Bernadette went to the grotto, the lady spoke to her. The beautiful lady asked

Bernadette to come here every day for fifteen days. She said that she wanted Bernadette to tell

https://lasaletteattleboroshrine.org/the-la-salette-story
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/mary/popular-marian-devotions/our-lady-of-lourdes
https://www.catholicnewsagency.com/resources/mary/popular-marian-devotions/our-lady-of-lourdes


the priests to build a chapel there. She told her to drink water from the stream. The lady also told

Bernadette to pray for the conversion of sinners.

● "kiss the ground on behalf of sinners."

● Bernadette had never failed to bring a lighted candle to the Grotto since the first time she had

been instructed to do so by the Beautiful Lady. During this apparition, she unconsciously placed

one of her hands over the flame of the candle. People witnessed the flame burning through her

fingers. Bernadette did not even hear the cries of horror which arose from the crowd. She

continued to pray for at least fifteen minutes while the flame burned through her hand. She

emerged quietly from prayer unscathed.

Saints etc:

Agatha of Sicily:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=14

● She became a consecrated virgin, a state in life where young women choose to remain

celibate and give themselves wholly to Jesus and the Church in a life of prayer and

service. That did not stop men from desiring her and making unwanted advances toward

her.

● However, one of the men who desired Agatha, whose name was Quintianus, because he was of

a high diplomatic ranking, thought he could force her to turn away from her vow and force her to

marry. His persistent proposals were consistently spurned by Agatha, so Quintianus, knowing

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=14


she was a Christian during the persecution of Decius, had her arrested and brought before the

judge. He was the Judge.

● "Jesus Christ, Lord of all, you see my heart, you know my desires. Possess all that I am. I am

your sheep: make me worthy to overcome the devil."

● Quintianus had her imprisoned - in a brothel.

● Quintianus ordered her to be tortured. He had her stretched on a rack to be torn with iron

hooks, burned with torches, and whipped. Noticing Agatha was enduring all the torture with a

sense of cheer, he commanded she be subjected to a worse form of torture, this evil man ordered

that her breasts be cut off.

Agnes of Rome:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=106

● Next he sent her to a place of sin, but an Angel protected her. At last, she was condemned to

death. Even the pagans cried to see such a young and beautiful girl going to death. Yet, Agnes

was as happy as a bride on her wedding day. She did not pay attention to those who begged her

to save herself. "I would offend my Spouse," she said, "if I were to try to please you. He chose

me first and He shall have me!" Then she prayed and bowed her head for the death-stroke of the

sword.

● It is said he condemned the young girl to be dragged through the streets naked. Some versions

of the legend state that Agnes' hair grew instantly to cover her entire body and all the men who

attempted to rape the beautiful virgin were immediately struck blind. The stories go on to explain

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=106


that another man presided over Agnes' trial after Sempronius excused himself. The new man

sentenced Agnes to death. At first, Agnes was tied to a stake, but either the wood would not burn

or the flames parted away from her. This prompted an officer to draw his sword and behead the

girl. It is believed that her blood, which poured out to the stadium, was soaked up with cloths by

Christians.

Angela Merici:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=21

● In a vision, she learned her sister was in Heaven with the company of saints.

Anna Schaffer:

https://www.anna-schaeffer.de/biography.html

● “In suffering I learned to love you”

Apollonia:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=104

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=21
https://www.anna-schaeffer.de/biography.html
https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=104


● Apollonia had all her teeth knocked out after being hit in the face by a Christian persecutor

under the reign of Emperor Philip. After she was threatened with fire unless she renounced her

faith, Apollonia jumped into the flames voluntarily.

Catherine Laboure:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=266

● After her mother's funeral, Catherine returned home and picked up a statue of the Blessed

Virgin. Holding it close, she said, "Now you will be my mother."

● "God wishes to charge you with a mission. You will be contradicted, but do not fear; you will

have the grace to do what is necessary. Tell your spiritual director all that passes within you.

Times are evil in France and in the world.

Catherine of Alexandria:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=341

● The emperor angrily ordered her to be executed on a breaking wheel. The breaking wheel is an

ancient form of torture where a person's limbs are threaded among the spokes and their bones are

shattered by an executioner with a heavy rod. It is a brutal punishment that results in a slow and

painful death, normally reserved for the worst criminals. When Catherine was presented before

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=266
https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=341


the wheel, she touched it and a miracle occurred that caused the wheel to shatter. Unable to

torture her to death, the emperor simply ordered her beheaded.

Catherine de Ricci:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=587

● She is famous for the "Ecstasy of the Passion" which she experienced every Thursday from

noon until Friday at 4:00 p.m. for twelve years.

Catherine of Siena:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=9

● Catherine's parents proposed that he marry Catherine as a replacement, but Catherine opposed

this. She began fasting and cut her hair short to mar her appearance.

● St. Catherine allegedly was given the stigmata, but like her ring, it was visible only to herself.

Gemma Galgani:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=225

● She felt pain and blood coming from her hands, feet and heart. These were the marks of the

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=587
https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=9
https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=225


stigmata. Each Thursday evening, Gemma would fall into rapture and the marks would appear.

Hildegard von Bingen:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=3777

● Hildegard quickly became recognized for her immense knowledge of all things faithful, music

and natural science, with knowledge of herbs and medicinal arts, despite never having any

formal education and not knowing how to write.

● Much of her insight is believed to have been communicated by God himself through her

frequent visions. At first, Hildegard did not want to make her visions public, but she would

confide in her spiritual director. He passed on the knowledge to his abbot, who decided to assign

a monk to document everything Hildegard saw.

Mary Magdalene de Pazzi:

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=82

● At twelve years old she experienced her first ecstasy while looking at a sunset which left her

trembling and speechless.

● In 1583 she had her second mystical experience when the other nuns saw her weeping before

the crucifix as she said, "O Love, you are neither known nor loved."

https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=3777
https://www.catholic.org/saints/saint.php?saint_id=82


● After that she experienced forty days of ecstasies that coexisted with her suffering. Joy from

the graces God gave were mixed with agony as her illness grew worse. In one of her experiences

Jesus took her heart and hid it in his own, telling her he "would not return it until it is wholly

pure and filled with pure love."

Artists:

Katrine de Blauwer

https://www.katriendeblauwer.com/

Louis Reith

https://louisreith.com/

Joseph Cornell

https://americanart.si.edu/artist/joseph-cornell-995

Hollie Chastain

https://www.holliechastain.com/
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